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Thanking you in advance for your input re: I had wonderful results on this drug. I have usually had the same, if not
better, results on the generic meds. And to use a quip much to 'young' for my age: However, I have a tendency to build
up a tolerance to most any meds. Years ago, I was started on my 1st antidepressant. Take care, and best wishes for better
health. Add your Response Find similar questions. I will be happy to explain or expand on any issue you may have.
View all 4 comments Add your Comment. I am taking the generic form. You must sign in to view your friends. Hello thanks for asking your question. Prozac verus generic fluoxetine Answered By: Seeking peace, Tee Votes: There are
many types of generic forms available, and I cannot give an exact ingredient comparison because they are not available:
I've tried fluoxetine several many times? I've had many patients on generic fluoxetine without a problem. I was so
disappointed because I really felt so much better. How could they do this without making large profits on the ones they
sell.Now initially I would have said no, fluoxetine is fluoxetine but then coke and pepsi are both cola yet taste different,
so can the same apply here? I do have a .. You may like to have a quick read of our Generic vs Brand Names for
Medicines - [url]unahistoriafantastica.com[/url]. Patient Admin Medication question - generic to brand name Prozac.
Mar 5, - Some friends who switch from name-brand Prozac to generic swear there is a significant difference in how they
feel. The anti-depressant benefits simply aren't attained with the generic. Another observation is that after being on name
brand for a year which worked very well, and then trying a 30 day trial of. Feb 15, - Hi 'Everyone' been reading different
views on the effectiveness of generic Fluoxetine vs. Prozac. I am taking the generic form. Does anyone have any opinion
and/or experience with this debate? Thanking you in advance for your input re: the Effectiveness of Generic Fluoxetine
Vs. Prozac or even your Fluoxetine - has anyone noticed worsening depression. Prozac has been generic for a long time,
you may not get an answer from someoneones personal experience. I've only dispensed name brand Prozac to one
patient in my career. He worked for Eli Lilly so his insurance was set up so any name brand drug. I have taken the
generic Prozac and the name brand Prozac. I have noticed a difference between the two. For me the generic does not
work for me. The depression has come back while on the generic. This is something that I have trouble understanding.
And I have to say that is a difference between the two. In some cases, however, a switch to a generic will produce a
significant difference in the control of a disorder, for instance, in the management of epilepsy when the outcome is
Several years ago in Canada, clinicians witnessed relapses in some patients previously doing well on Prozac after a
switch to generic fluoxetine. A place to post your experiences with Generic vs unahistoriafantastica.comna Posted: Have
any of you noticed a difference in how you feel while taking generic prozac vs. Although a generic product is considered
safe and effective, an individual may respond to a generic equivalent differently than he or she responds to the brand
name product. Mar 17, - He said he was taking the medicine but the capsules looked different. The bottle was labeled
fluoxetine. The mail order pharmacy told him that unless the doctor wrote 'Dispense as Written' they would send this
generic. The doctor wrote him another prescription for Prozac with a note not to substitute. Hello, we have had *many
discussion* about do different generic brands of fluoxetine being more or less effective. And really nobody has come to
any % conclusions. However, I might suggest that you talk to your doctor about this because an anti-depressant can
finally poop out on you after a number.
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